
Everyvalve Catalogue Page 32 :  Polypropylene Beige Standard Fittings For Pipe

1/2" 3/4" 1" 1¼" 1½" 2" 3" 4" 6" 8"

Plain f 32PC £4.47 £5.99 £8.50 £13.57 £13.59 £19.79 £45.90 £106.02 £202.58 -

BSP f 32PC7 £8.83 £11.43 £12.70 - £18.64 £26.07 £66.88 £149.49 - -

Metric f 32PCM £4.16 £4.41 £6.16 £7.46 £13.19 £19.97 £40.80 £63.61 £170.98 -

Plain f 32PT £9.58 £10.23 £12.45 £23.15 £25.61 £41.15 £105.04 £201.99 £878.86 -

BSP f 32PT7 £17.40 £19.79 £28.20 - £33.37 £58.29 £154.42 £290.58 £0.00 -

Metric f 32PTM £7.62 £8.28 £9.32 £11.46 £20.35 £28.41 £104.36 £132.39 £817.12 -

Plain f 32PE £7.62 £9.30 £9.58 £16.63 £16.77 £27.01 £76.95 £156.12 £539.45 -

BSP f 32PE7 £11.91 £14.31 £19.12 - £27.90 £36.28 £88.40 £220.40 - -

Metric f 32PEM £6.97 £7.62 £8.97 £11.53 £21.19 £26.66 £70.02 £105.51 £499.51 -

Plain f 32PA £9.58 £9.58 £12.45 £19.46 £19.79 £27.01 £110.78 £170.02 £446.22 -

BSP f None

Metric f 32PAM £9.32 £10.20 £11.46 £14.15 £18.84 £24.23 £67.54 £108.17 £414.82 -

Plain f 32PU £32.69 £35.51 £44.91 £57.29 £96.49 £117.89 - - - -

BSP f 32PU7 £43.29 £46.08 £58.13 - £113.02 £144.24 - - - -

Metric f 32PUM £29.30 £32.16 £38.76 £51.47 £72.03 £102.75 - - - -

Plain f 32PEC £6.23 £8.50 £9.04 £13.57 £14.80 £20.33 £63.19 £87.56 - -

BSP f 32PEC7 £9.04 £9.30 £11.43 - £18.64 £25.61 £84.94 £116.65 - -

Metric f 32PECM £6.44 £7.23 £7.46 £9.30 £12.54 £17.43 £39.56 £52.07 - -

Nipples Plain X BSP (m) 32PNP23 £8.50 £9.04 £12.15 £21.57 £24.54 £33.97 £44.31 £78.12 - -

BSP/Barrel BSP(m)XBSP (m) 32PNP33 £8.50 £9.04 £12.15 £21.57 £24.54 £33.97 £44.31 £78.12 - -

Plain-Thr Metric PlXBSPm 32PNP £7.08 £8.50 £14.35 £22.80 £26.25 £32.50 £0.00 £0.00 - -

Flanges Plain f 32PF £19.12 £23.40 £24.38

Full Face BSP f 32PF7 £21.24 £27.72 £27.90

32PF7H £0.00 POA POA POA POA POA £0.00 POA - -

Plain f 32PS £7.14 £9.04 £9.58 £17.20 £19.12 £24.54 £67.41 £80.68 £138.65 -

BSP f 32PS7 £13.57 £13.91 £17.64 - £33.65 £44.53 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 -

Metric f 32PSM £4.78 £4.90 £5.61 £6.63 £7.58 £11.95 £35.13 £50.02 £121.02 -

Socket 

Adapter
Plain f X BSPf 32PCO7 £9.84 £13.10 £15.42 £19.12 £30.38 £38.10 £82.45 £153.77 - -

Plain-BSP Metric f X BSPf 32PC07M £10.80 £13.19 £16.53 £20.15 £33.32 £41.55 £72.63 £143.33 - -

9/6 Bar Medium 32PNG/m - - - - £34.94 £37.09 £77.19 £118.26 £122.28 -

15/9 Bar Heavy 32PHG/m £12.93 £16.98 £21.66 £32.69 £41.92 £60.70 £106.41 £159.06 £241.70 -

10 Bar Metric 32PNP10P £3.92 £5.14 £7.40 £10.02 £15.67 £24.56 £49.81 £73.75 £156.80 £255.76

32P5760 £13.01 £13.23 £14.33 £17.00 £18.74 £22.05 £95.00

length 85mm 85mm 105mm 105mm 105mm 105mm -

32P8312 £5.32 £6.16 £7.00 £8.30 £9.95 £12.94

length 49mm 52mm 56mm  65mm  75mm 91mm

Discontinued - we offer this in ABS, contact us : sales@everyvalve.com

 POLYPROPYLENE BEIGE STANDARD FITTINGS FOR PIPE 

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIERS TO COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIES.

Flanges + Hose Tail

Unions

Caps

Flanges 

Stub

Black PP BSP f in    head -1 size TBA

Bulkhead Fittings BSP Backnut + EPDM Seal 

Heavy Type
For use as heavy duty tank wall connections. Smaller BSP F in front head is 1 size down female BSP. 

TBA

Reducing Bushes Per Request 

Inch/Metric m/f

-Elbows 45°

Sockets

Tees

Elbows 90°

TBA
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 PLEASE NOTE : Prices subject to change without prior notice.

Bulkhead Fittings BSP BackNut + EPDM Seal 

Light Type
Tank outlets for water and chemical uses. 

 Grey PP   TBA TBA

updated: 1/01/2023

TBA TBA

32PR20 Special

200mm40mm 50mm 63mm 90mm 110mm
Imperial & Metric 

Socket Fusion Welding / BSP Ends 
20mm 25mm 32mm 160mm

Ref

Description


